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Pushing PEdalERs: 
What dRivEs Bicycling? 

ThE IssuE:
What kind of infrastructure will 
best encoruage more bicycling?

ThE REsEARCh:
dr. Jennifer dill (Portland state 
university) used gPs technol-
ogy to monitor 164 adult bicy-
clists’ riding behavior for seven 
months. a few statistics:

• 2.8 - median trip distance

• 25% - trips getting to work

• 28% - mileage pedalled on 
busy streets with bike lanes

• 28% - mileage pedalled on 
quiet streets without bike lanes

ThE ImPlICATIONs:
Policies that favor well-con-
nected low-traffic streets and 
communities with a greater mix 
of land uses will help encour-
age bicycling, especially for 
short trips.

Further research is needed, 
especially to look at the needs 
and preferences of infrequent 
cyclists and to compare more 
than one region. 

an on-going project from Portland state university uses gPs technology to examine cyclists’ travel 
behavior—and finds that infrastructure does make a difference. 

Issue

using a bicycle instead of a motor vehicle for a portion of regular travel could increase people’s 
physical activity and help improve the nation’s health. Over 60% of personal trips are five miles 
or less – a reasonable distance to ride a bike – and nearly 40% are two miles or less. yet current 
rates of bicycling for transportation are very low, despite the popularity of recreational cycling. 
given the potential of bicycling as a means of everyday travel, why aren’t more people cycling?

very little information has been available on the relationship between different types of infrastruc-
ture, such as bicycle lanes or paths, and people’s decision to cycle. dr. Jennifer dill’s study at-
tempted to fill that gap by using gPs technology to gather comprehensive and reliable data from 
cyclists in Portland, Oregon. By determining which features are likely to increase bicycle travel, 
dr. dill’s project could help cities make neighborhoods more bicycle friendly.
 
Research

dr. dill’s study used gPs technology to record where a sample of 164 adults, most of them 
regular cyclists, rode their bicycles in the Portland  region. the data gathered from March through 
november 2007 was used to examine how often, when and where cyclists ride, as well as what 
factors influence these decisions. the study’s findings highlight the influence of bicycle infrastruc-
ture on cyclists’ behavior.

study participants made an average of 1.6 one-way bicycle trips each day, with a median trip of 
2.8 miles. the vast majority of these trips were “utilitarian” (e.g. for work, shopping or errands, 
not purely for recreation), and riding to work was the most frequent trip purpose (25%). When 
making these utilitarian trips, cyclists rode mainly on facilities with bicycle infrastructure such as 
striped bike lanes, separate paths or bicycle boulevards. in fact, more than half (52%) of the miles 
bicycled on utilitarian trips were made on facilities with bicycle infrastructure. Only 19% of the 
travel took place on high-traffic streets with no bicycle infrastructure.
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Figure: Difference between Bicycle Travel by Facility Type, 
Observed vs. shortest-Path Routes

Bicyclists in the study role a total of 6,131 miles for utilitarian 
purposes. if they had taken the shortest-distance route instead, 
they would have ridden 4,629 miles. Why the difference? 
they often went out of their way to use bicycle lanes, bicycle 
boulevards and separated paths, while avoiding high traffic 
arterials or highways (where bicycles are allowed).

the study wanted to determine how much people value bicycle infrastructure by going 
out of their way to use it. to do so, researchers compared the routes the bicyclists actually 
rode to the shortest-distance route between their starting and ending points.  they found 
that bicyclists go out of their way to ride on facilities with bicycle infrastructure and on 
low-traffic streets. in particular, the participants rode 14% of their miles on bicycle paths, 
while only 6% of the miles for the shortest possible routes were on paths. in addition, 10% 
of the miles were ridden on bicycle boulevards (traffic-calmed streets that give priority 
to bicyclists), while only 4% of the predicted shortest-path miles were on those facilities. 
Many bicyclists also adjusted their routes to avoid arterials and highways that do not have 
bike lanes. 

Participants were asked about their route choices and preferences for each trip. Most utili-
tarian bicyclists want to minimize travel time; however, depending upon the transportation 
network available, the quickest route for bicyclists may not satisfy their second objective: 
avoiding motor vehicle traffic. this second objective is especially important to women and 
less-experienced bicyclists.

Finally, when comparing the actual bicycle travel times to estimated driving times, re-
searchers found that for half of the short trips (3 miles or less), the difference was less than 
five minutes. this means that bicycles can be time-competitive with automobiles in some 
neighborhoods.

Implications

For encouraging women and novice adult cyclists, well-connected low-
traffic streets, bicycle boulevards and separate paths may be more effec-
tive than bicycle lanes on busy streets. adding bike lanes, however, could 
reduce travel times and distances, particularly for experienced bicyclists, 
and this also would increase bicycle travel overall. cycletracks on major 
streets, which function like bike lanes but have more physical barriers be-
tween the lane and motor vehicles, may be a new solution that addresses 
cyclists’ top two concerns.

shorter trips – for which bicycling is more time-competitive – are most 
likely to occur in areas with a greater mix of land uses and higher 
network connectivity. therefore, policies that promote these features are 
likely to support more bicycling for transportation.  

although this study collected more detailed information on bicycling 
behavior than other studies found in the literature, more research is still 
needed. By studying the needs and preferences of infrequent as well 
as frequent cyclists, and by studying more than one region, researchers 
could continue to develop a clearer and more comprehensive picture of 
how bicyclists behave and what can be done to increase bicycle travel.
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arterials or 
highways without 
Bike lanes

19% 36% -17%

low-traffic streets 
without Bike lanes 28% 29% +1%

streets with Bike 
lanes 28% 36% +4%

Bicycle Boulevards 
(low-traffic streets 
with calming)

10% 4% +6%

Multi-use Paths 14% 6% +8%


